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by DESIGN
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Original. Stylish. Stunning.
Ph: (08) 9313 3240 - Fax: (08) 9313 4404
Mob: 0403 805 229
tony@waterfeaturesbydesign.com.au
www.@waterfeaturesbydesign.com.au
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Water Features, Limestone & Cladding
WaterFeatures by

Water Features

Cladding & Limestone

Design specialises

A water feature is the perfect accessory for
every home and garden.

In addition to water features we also provide
professional stone cladding and limestone
construction services including limestone
fencing and planter boxes.

in the design and
construction of all
types of internal
and external water
features, including
water walls, ponds
and spillways.

Whether you’re after a gentle trickle to soothe
your senses, a silent mirror pool to reflect your
garden’s beauty or roaring cascades of sound
to block undesireable noise, there’s a water
feature design to suit every purpose.
Water features come in every imaginable size
and style, and at Water Features by Design,
we’ve built hundreds of them! Be it a raging
torrent of water or a bubbling fountain, we’ve
got a design to suit you.
Each feature is custom designed to client
specification and incorporates a range of
finishes including glass, stainless steel, stone,
mosaics, copper and more.
If you’ve got an existing structural wall we can
pre-make some elements of the feature off
site and install it on location within a couple
of days. If there’s no existing wall, the team
can construct both the structural wall and the
feature on site, and add some planter boxes or
limestone feature walls to enhance the design.
WaterFeatures by Design custom-makes every
feature meaning no two are exactly alike. We
take great pride in our ability to service diverse
individual requirements and create a feature
that captures the exact look and style the client
had in mind.

If you’re keen to create an original and
stunning feature wall, why not consider one of
the many cladding options currently available.
Recent design trends favour the rustic, natural
beauty of stone which comes in many different
colours and styles, all of which inject a
contemporary yet earthy feel into any room inside or out.

Water Playgrounds
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Our service also includes the design,
construction and installation of custom-made,
interactive water playgrounds for children. Visit
the website for details.

More information?
Call Tony Jones today for a design quote or to
arrange an appointment to discuss your ideas
on 0403 805 229 or e-mail:
tony@waterfeaturesbydesign.com.au.
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You may also like to visit the website at www.
waterfeaturesbydesign.com.au which includes
an extensive photo gallery with more than 100
different design samples on show.
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